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Idaho Wellness and Interprofessional Studies Center (I-WISC)

- Concept: Physical and psychological hub of wellness, interprofessional education, and continuing education.
- Arose from discussion at the first Interprofessional Affairs Council meeting of Fall Semester 2018
  - The need for a HRSA grant proposal for an interprofessional project to have a physical home
  - The need for interprofessional courses that are offered in the Kasiska Division of Health Sciences to have a home
  - The need for interprofessional education to have a home where it can blossom
- But you can blame my horse, Dandelion!
Here is the Vision

Figure 1. Model of Idaho Wellness and Interprofessional Studies Center (I-WISC).
Wellness Center Core (WCC)

All of the wellness activities that we currently have at ISU through the Wellness Center support physical and mental health & wellness. Fitness assessments, personal training, GET-FIT Program, nutrition/wellness coaching, Healthy Bengal Coalition chairing program, Healthy Bengal Wellness Fair, & Wellness Wednesday seminars.

New offerings
Structured multi-disciplinary wellness program that targets improving cardiometabolic health/risk factors, collaboration with Campus Recreation to provide additional programs, courses in Mindfulness Practice.

Flourishing – an over-arching concept that encompasses the entire university.

From Socrates – “The unexamined life is not worth living.”

Develop an environment in which students, faculty and staff are able to investigate their lives, their directions, and their intentionality.

Based on developing awareness of who we are and what is really happening, and making our decisions based upon that calm awareness.

Do my actions match my values?

Physical spaces for contemplative classes, such as yoga, meditation, Chi-Gong, etc.

Figure 2. Model of Wellness Center Core of I-WISC. After model of Lacagnina, Moore, & Mitchell (2018).
Flourishing Model at ISU

- Follows the University of Virginia Center for Contemplative Sciences model
- Flourishing begins with experiencing self-awareness
- As students develop and move into their programs of study (including the Health Sciences!), they progressively move toward expression of compassion, ethics, values, and self-efficacy
- It is something that will benefit faculty and staff, as well

Figure 3. Model of flourishing within the ISU experience (after the University of Virginia flourishing model).
Interprofessional Education Core (IEC)

- Philosophy of IPE: Values, Roles and Responsibilities, Communication, and Teamwork
- The space where the IEC would be located will include
  - Classrooms for didactic and group work
  - An interprofessional clinic space
  - An area for the interprofessional evaluation team (IET) for pediatrics and geriatrics
  - Meeting rooms for conferencing

Figure 3. Model of Interprofessional Education Core of the I-WISC.
Continuing Education Core (CEC)

- Develop continuing education programs to serve local, regional, and national markets
- Be a center for community engagement
- Provide a mechanism for the expertise that we have in the KDHS to be expressed, utilized, and promoted

Figure 4. Model of the Continuing Education Core of the I-WISC.
KDHS Grant Writing

• Assisted with the submission of seven grants last semester (~$1,045,791).
  – Two federal grants (NIH and DoD)
  – 1 NIH consortium grant, 1 state grant and 3 foundation applications
  – All awaiting decisions
  – If all goes well, we will be submitting an NIH COBRE application next week ($10 million +)
Mountain West CTR-IN

- The Mountain West CTR-IN issued the annual Pilot Projects Program call for proposals and details should be on their website by Friday, January 18.
- ISU is allowed to submit four Pilot Grant Projects and one Multi Site Project (as lead institution) for consideration no later than February 13.
- Contact Mary van Muelken by email by January 28: vanmmary@isu.edu
PREVENTION
THE ROLE OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIONAL

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
Abstract submissions are now being accepted for podium and poster presentations highlighting research activity from faculty, graduate students, undergraduate students, and community professionals.

Selection guidelines:
• Encore presentations (within the last three years) are welcome
• Preference will be given for submissions that reflect original research

For abstract submission access and poster guidelines, visit the Research Day website:
isu.edu/icht/kdhs-research-day/

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
MARCH 1, 2019

APRIL 19, 2019
POND STUDENT UNION IN POCATELLO AND ISU-MERIDIAN HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER

Idaho State University
Kadish Division of Health Sciences

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Pocatello: John Menke, johnmene@isu.edu
Meridian: Mary Van Donzel, mvandonzl@isu.edu

Idaho State University
Pocatello | Idaho Falls | Meridian | Twin Falls
Happenings

- SLS/SLI achieved initial accreditation from the Commission on Collegiate Interpreter Education, is one of only 15 programs to hold the accreditation.
- MS in Clinical Psychopharmacology and MS in Nutrition received SBOE approval – Eric Silk, PhD hired
- Psychiatry residency
- Diagnostic Medical Sonography Certificate moving through SBOE process
Happenings

• Submission of COBRE proposal: “COBRE-ISU Center for Drug Discovery and Delivery
• College of Nursing working on Workforce grant to support expansion of an accelerated BSN program in eastern Idaho through partnerships with practice.
• Actively recruiting Biostatistician, aiming for August 2019 start date
• Parking in Meridian!!!
KDHS Strategic Planning

- Darren Blagburn to facilitate
- Large group representing all programs
  - Stakeholders
  - Auxiliary units
- Dates set for February 6 and 20
- Send out for review and comment mid Spring semester 2019
Marketing Update

• 30+ news articles featured in publications across the state
  DHS Marketing
    — Livability Meridian Magazine - print and online
    — Idaho Business Review Forum on the Future - ad space and table sponsorship
    — Pocatello-Chubbuck Chamber Magazine - ad space
• 10+ news stories featured on stations across Idaho and Alaska
• Promotion of numerous poster presentations and speaking engagements across the country in news outlets, social media
Social Media

CONNECT with us!

Facebook: /isuhealthsciences
Twitter: /ISUHealthSci
Instagram: /ISU_kdhs
Marketing Update

• Digital Ad Campaigns for many of our programs
  – Facebook and Google Ads
  – The effects telling our story: nationwide exposure for ISU students and programs

• Social media
  – Followers/likes/fans have grown by 350 in the last 9 months
  – Always rooms for more growth, and interaction
Marketing Update

• Current phase of ISU MarCom plan
  – Evaluation of ISU brand by Mitchell+Palmer
  – Recommendations for ISU brand
• KDHS has several promos airing on KISU
• Think about how your story or idea or achievement impacts the general public and let’s tell them!
• Centralized KDHS calendar
  https://www.isu.edu/healthsciences/kdhs-calendar/
KDHS Calendar of Events

Kasiska Division of Health Sciences

Events shown in time zone: Mountain Time - Denver

Events in this calendar can be exported to Google Calendar or iCal.
2019 Planning Priorities

• Quality improvement
  – “If you see something, say something”
  – Permission
  – Mutual accountability

• Workload analyses

• Facilities
  – Interdisciplinary clinic building
  – Meridian expansion

• Hire pharmacy dean
2019 Planning Priorities

- Program expansion
  - OT expansion
  - Nursing growth
  - SLP to Twin Falls

✓ MS Nutrition +/- dietetic internship